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Why participate?
• Encounters with further and higher education

• Linking curriculum learning to careers with support from Business on the Move and Marks
and Spencer's, a lesson plan is enclosed to support your students finding out more about logistics
and supply chain management in a real-world context.
• Encounters with employers and employees – support from local employers is available for this
activity (face-to-face/via online options) and a visit to Big Bang @ IMHX will see students encounter
over 400 companies exhibiting and thousands of attendees at the UK’s largest intralogstics event!

Useful resources:
A great website to explore careers in logistics and supply chain and find out how such careers keep
Great Britain moving!

An educational board game and online learning zone designed to excite and inspire players of all ages
about business and global supply chains.

www.thebigchoice.com/downloads/careers_resource_pack_logistics.pdf
A downloadable pack to promote the supply chain profession, with case studies from young people that
studied logistics in higher education.

The Challenge…
seven pairs of hands

“It can cost double the amount for a product to be returned
into the supply chain as it does to deliver it,”
Ian Prince, KPMG.
returns cost UK retailers £60bn per year

The Issues…
• Serial returners
• Hedge spending buying items at full price in the knowledge that items can be returned if they
are discounted later – is increasing because of the ease of checking and comparing
• Intentional returns – a fifth of online fashion purchased include an order with multiple items of a
similar size, shape or colour, as customers deliberately over-order, knowing that returns are free or
cheap*

LESSON PLAN: The How and Why
of Global Supply Chains
With thanks to: Marks & Spencer and Business on the Move
Key Stage(s): KS4, KS5
Duration: 30-45 minutes
Please note: Not all tasks have to be completed – tasks 1 and 2 provide a basic insight into global
supply chains, with tasks 3 and 4 exploring broader issues surrounding international trade.
• Objectives:
To develop an understanding of global supply chains.
To raise awareness of issues that can occur in supply chains and how best these can be rectified.
To demonstrate critical thinking regarding cultural, economic, environmental and social issues and
how these may apply to supply chains.

In brief: The purpose of this activity is to get the students to think about the economic, financial and
social implications of changing the supply chain process, and the separate stakeholders involved in (and
impacted by) the decisions made throughout the supply chain. Gathering and exchanging information
carefully is crucial. Using, by way of example, a sample list of 50 Marks & Spencer products, this activity
explores how (and why) Marks & Spencer imports products into the UK from all over the world.
Working in four teams pupils consider:
• Why are different sourcing regions helpful to Marks & Spencer?
• What kinds of problems can impact on supply chains in these regions?
• How can such supply chain problems be resolved?
• What are the benefits to Marks & Spencer and the difficulties Marks & Spencer must overcome
when sourcing different clothes from all over the world?

Resources: bit.ly/MandSnotes

Student challenge:
The goal of reverse logistics is to reduce overall costs and add visibility to the
availability of products
Reverse logistics involves all of the actions necessary to get a product back from the
consumer to where the product came from
returns
other after-sales activity

avoiding returns

disposal

Their task is to use STEAM (science, technology,
engineering, arts and maths) to investigate an aspect
of reverse logistics and propose a solution.

Don’t forget to…
•
•

The scope of the competition is
deliberately wide to promote variation
and encourage ingenuity and
initiative.
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The Prizes…

For your students

BITA will give £750 to the winning entrant/the winning team!
Second place: £350 ∙ Third place: £250 ∙ Fourth place: £150

For your school
Th!nk Logistics will give 10 copies of “Business on the Move”
to the winning school.

To Enter…
•
•
•
•
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